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This paper presents a new interactive scatter plot visualization for multi-dimensional data
analysis. We apply Rough Set Theory (RST) to reduce the visual complexity through
dimensionality reduction. We use an innovative point-to-region mouse click concept to
enable direct interactions with scatter points that are theoretically impossible. To show
the decision trend we use a virtual Z dimension to display a set of linear flows showing
approximation of the decision trend. We conducted case studies to demonstrate the
effectiveness and usefulness of our new technique for analyzing the property of three
popular data sets including wine quality, wages and cars. The paper also includes a pilot
usability study to evaluate parallel coordinate visualization with scatter plot matrices
visualization with RST results.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multi-dimensional data exploration presents a great
challenge to information visualization because features of
data are inherently sparse in high dimensional data and
the over-plotting of visual display makes it even difficult to
observe any useful patterns. Visualization methods for
large dimensional data are not usually effective due to
density of high dimensions and the limitation of screen
display. Interactive zooming could be used to provide an
aid for exploring and reducing the number of dimensions
such as [39]. However, the interaction is still limited where
77
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81

au (W.B. Wang),

as.edu (K. Zhang),

ng, et al., Enabling
Languages and Compu
some of the contextual information could be lost during
the navigation.

The efficiency of knowledge discovery tends to decline
while the processing cost of information interpretation
tends to increase because some are noisy data and not
necessary all the dimensions need to be analyzed. This
phenomenon is also known as curse of dimensionality
which was first apparently coined by Bellman to describe
the problem that data samples will grow exponentially
according to the changes of the number of dimensions
because of the necessity of fitting a multivariate function
for a given degree of accuracy.

Dimensionality reduction is important in many appli-
cation domains to be facilitated with classification, visuali-
zation of dealing with the complexity of multi-dimensional
data. It reduces the intrinsic dimensionality of the data in
order to cut down the cost of time and space complexities
required for subsequent computation and analytic task. The
terms variable, feature and attribute are commonly quoted
83
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in various research fields hence we would use them inter-
changeably throughout the paper.

Dimensionality reduction can be divided into feature
selection and feature extraction. Feature selection is
mainly to select a subset of the original variables according
to selection principals. In the supervised method, the
general criteria requires user to guide the selection process
through choosing weighted quality metrics, therefore the
selection rule would prefer the attributes weighted above
the threshold. However in this case, user's expertize about
quantization would have a great influence on the effec-
tiveness of variable selection as quantization is typically
not a trivial task. More importantly, empirical studies are
the fundamental basis of applying quantization; hence the
method may work well on this data set but might com-
pletely fail on another. On the other hand, feature extrac-
tion is a typically unsupervised technique with minimal
consideration about user factors. The absence of user
guidance raises the challenge of information interpretation
if the result is unintuitive or not expected by the user that
is often criticized as information loss. Most techniques
developed in the past are projection based, implying that
phenomena of interest higher than second order could not
be discovered. Strictly speaking, projection means ortho-
gonal. The oversimplified pattern is not adequate to sup-
port interactive data exploration that requires iterative
interaction through visualization for the adjustment of
input vectors to increase the accuracy of analytical results
for decision trend analysis. Multi-dimensional data
exploration via dimensionality reduction is really a user
centric task in information visualization. Most dimensional
reduction methods do not provide multiple results and
make no assumption with the consideration of user's
concern. Ideally, an effective method should only require
the user to guide the procedures of dimensionality
reduction, in terms of specifying a most concerned attri-
bute and adjusting the values of input vectors subjectively.

In our previous works, we integrated Rough Set Theory
(RST) with parallel coordinates [2] and scatter plot [34] for
interactive feature selection. RST is a mathematical
approach to data vagueness and uncertainty, which can be
considered as discovering facts from complicated data
through dimension reduction with a given dimension
known as decision specified by the user. In this paper, we
further extend our prior work with additional contribu-
tions described as follows:

● A feature ranking method on the result to guide the user
for multi-dimensional data analysis.

● Interactive data exploration support in scatter plot
matrices for class data.

● Enhanced scatter plot matrices for decision trend
analysis.

● Provide more case studies to illustrate the visualization
on different data sets.

● Carry out a pilot usability study on the visualizations.
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
2. Related works

There are several techniques for visualizing multi-
dimensional data, such as Parallel Coordinate, Start Plots,
Scatter plot Matrix, Mosaic Plots, Heat Map, Glyphs and
Icons. Among them, Parallel Coordinate and Scatter plot
Matrix are considerably popular techniques for large scale
data sets. Theoretically, they are capable to visualize the
data with unlimited number of dimensions nevertheless
their visual efficiencies tend to decline when number of
dimensions grows.

Some developments addressed the problem by visual
transformation. Guo et al. and Artero et al. used clustering
to highlight the patterns of homogenous data in parallel
coordinate. Peng et al. applied dimension reordering to
rearrange the dimension axes based on visual neighboring
similarity for clutter reduction. However, using visual
transformation to enhance the visual structure still left
data in high dimensional space with sparse features.
Nguyen et al. [35] presented a multi-dimensional data
visualization system based on scatter plot with flexible
axis and attribute mapping. The tool also provided inter-
action, filtering, zooming and dynamically control to the
visualization. Although these techniques are quite effective
to visualize small numbers of dimensions, dealing with
high numbers of dimensions remains a challenge.

The widely accepted dimensionality reduction methods
are Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Multi-dimensional
Scaling (MDS) and Self-Organizing Map (SOM). PCA is a linear
transformation method that projects the original data onto a
much smaller set without ordinarily result. The selection
principles – are typically interested in dimensions with largest
eigenvalues, known as principal components because they
explain the majority of variability. The low dimensional view
that represents the high dimensional dataset is formed by
rotating the principal components along the linear directions
of maximum variability. MDS aims to place the data points
that the pairwise distances are preserved as well as possible.
SOM is an unsupervised learning algorithm based on neural
network model by reducing the dimensions to low-
dimensional (typically 2D) layer of neurons. Locally Linear
Embedding (LLE) is another popular unsupervised learning
technique that computes nearest neighborhood of each
dimension to obtain the low dimensional embedding of high
dimensional data. One common drawback of thesemethods is
that they project the dataset into extremely low dimensions
that could oversimplify patterns. For projecting an informa-
tion correlated dataset i.e. survey dataset, into 2D space is
usually meaningless for human centric knowledge discovery.

Projection Pursuit (PP) is a type of statistical technique
for the pursuit the choices of possible projections in multi-
dimensional data that can reveal the most details about
the structure defined by a projection index. The pursuit of
the possible projections globally involves non trivial
computational intensive task. XGobi is a visualization
system that integrated PP for viewing high dimensional
data. The choices of possible relevance are the common-
ality between our work and PP. The main problem of PP is
123
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the difficulty to quantize the value of projection index
because it is possible to present spurious interesting
structures with an inappropriate projection index.

Several Visual Dimensionality Reduction (VDR) meth-
ods have been proposed by taking advantages of infor-
mation visualization at different stages. Yang proposed
Visual Hierarchical Dimensionality Reduction (VHDR)
method by visually grouping dimensions into a hierarchy
and constructing a new representation through the clus-
ters of the hierarchy… VHDR has been integrated into
XmdvTool since version 6.0. Yang further extended VHDR
to propose a hierarchical Dimension Ordering, Spacing and
Filtering Approach (DOSFA). DOFSA is similar to VHDR
with additional improvement on visual structure via
dimension ordering and spacing. Guo contributed a
method that computed the entropy matrix and hier-
archical clustering for low dimensional feature selection.
Johansson applied several user-defined combinations of
quality metrics such as similarity, outlier and clustering to
measure the importance of attributes. The attributes are
selected for these weights above the threshold defined by
the user. By strict definition, they are feature selection
techniques using some quality metrics as a measure to
determine the feature subset selection.
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3. Dimensionality reduction

3.1. Rough set theory

RST was first introduced by Pawlak to distinguish
objects into sets under the given conditions necessary to
make decisions specified by decision attributes. In general,
it seems to be fundamental importance to many fields that
require classification task such as feature selection, deci-
sion analysis, knowledge discovery and pattern recogni-
tion, etc.. In RST terms, a dataset is called a decision table
which contains a finite set of data, namely universe,
denoted as U. In the decision table, rows of a decision table
are known as decision rules, which give conditions to make
decisions, and let A¼ a1; a2; a3;…anf g represent a superset
of attributes. A is further classified into two disjoint sub-
sets A¼ C;A [ Df gð Þ;C \ D¼∅ where C and D denote the
condition and decision respectively. RST is unable to deal
with single objects because of the impossibility of dis-
cerning some objects by the existed information, so the
objects need to be grouped into a set of equivalent classes
by finding their indiscernibility relation expressed as fol-
lows:

E Pð Þ ¼ x; yð ÞAU: 8aAP: ai xð Þ ¼ ai yð Þ� � ð1Þ
where PAA and x, y are the objects in the universe, ai xð Þ

is the value of attribute a, for object x. Equivalence classes
are further classified into approximation space where RST
defines three regions of approximations namely lower
approximation, upper approximation and boundary
region: The first one is where the union of all original sets
are included in every set, the second is where the union of
all original sets have nonempty intersection with every set,
and the third is that represents the difference between the
upper and lower approximation. In our work, we only care
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
about the lower approximation as it determines the
quality of classification. Lower approximation and upper
approximation are also called positive and negative
regions respectively in RST terms.

3.2. Variable precision rough set

Classic RST was designed to deal with consistent data-
set by its assumption of being not possible under a certain
level of error on classification. For example, if ab-D then
cd-D is considered inconsistent. This assumption of
failure-free-decision-making is unrealistic in most real
world datasets. To deal with inconsistency, Ziarko argued
that probabilistic classification rules should be incorpo-
rated and hence proposed Variable Precision Rough Set
(VPRS) model as an extension to RST. Beynon, provides the
detailed VPRS concept, notations and case study. VPRS
model allows the probability classification by introducing
a given probability value β to deal with the restricted
classification in original RST. It introduces the concept of
major inclusion to tolerate the inconsistent dataset and the
definition of majority is defined to lie between 0.5 and 1,
which implies less than 50% of classification error.

The β position region in VPRS model is approximated as

POSβp Yð Þ ¼ [Pr Yjxið ÞZβ xiAE Pð Þ� � ð2Þ
where YAU; Pr Yjxið Þ ¼ Y \ xi xi

���
��� is a conditional prob-

ability function and E Pð Þ denotes a set of equivalent classes
partitioned using (1). Clearly, a portion of objects with
specified value β in the equivalent classes need to be
classified into Y for it to be included in the β positive
region. Given (2), we could find the quality of classification
that measures the percentage of objects in conditional
classes C has approximated into the position region in
decision attributes D. It is used to extract β reduct and we
will explain the definition of reduct later. The quality of
classification in VPRS model is defined as follows:

γβ C;Dð Þ ¼ [Pr E Dð Þjxið ÞZβ xiAE Pð Þ� ��� ��
Uj j ð3Þ

A subset of attributes that meets the classification
requirement is called a reduct which is sufficient to
describe the original attributes without loss of classifica-
tion. In VPRS model, reduct is called β reduct or approx-
imate reducts denoted as REDβ C;Dð Þ and according to
Ziarko that a subset PDC is a reduct of C with respect to D
if and only if the following two criteria are satisfied

1. γβ C;Dð Þ ¼ γβ REDβ C;Dð Þ;D� �
and

2. No attributes can be eliminated from REDβ C;Dð Þ without
affecting the requirement (1).

In the first requirement, Ziarko has defined the strict
satisfaction of β reduct that some attributes can only be
removed if and only if its qualification of classification γβ

for subset PDC must be not affected by the γβ for the
whole set of conditional attributes C.

Our task of dimensionality reduction is relatively com-
putational expensive by exhaustive approaches. Basically,
we generate all the possible candidates from the condi-
tional attributes and test them for satisfaction of β reduct
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
ting (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2015.11.002i
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criteria. Given n conditional attributes, we start from k¼ 2
until k¼ n so there are k

n

� �¼ n!
k! n�1ð Þ! combinations of search

space. There is a more efficient algorithm called QuickRe-
duct, but its discussion is outside the scope here.

Algorithm 1 describes the feature selection procedures
where G is a function used to satisfy the second require-
ment defined by Ziarko.

Algorithm 1. Dimensionality reduction algorithm based
on VPRS model.
Ple
m

75

Input: A dataset U with conditional C, decision D and precision
β.

Output: A set of reducts with respect to D.
77
1.
 R’∅

2.
 for kAK do

3.
79
if γβ C;Dð Þ ¼ γβ REDβ k;Dð Þ;D� �
then
4
 if G REDβ k;Dð Þ� �
then
5.
 R’k

81
6.
 end if
7.
 end if
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8.
 end for
9.
 return R
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3.3. Feature ranking

Typically we expect to find many reducts from the
procedures described earlier and they have no discrepancy
from RST perspective because they are all sufficient to
represent the whole set of attributes without loss of clas-
sification quality. Unfortunately, it might be a legitimate
concern from the user perspective as to which attribute
(??) is the most useful to start with if there exist more than
one. Feature ranking is commonly used in this situation
that measures the correlation between classes based on
ranking criteria. The correlation here refers to the linear
relationship between two variables.

We applied Spearman rank correlation coefficient
which is a non-parametric measure of statistical depen-
dence between variables and ranks the order of data items
instead of calculating the mean value. Thus, it is less sus-
ceptible to outlier or boundary items over other algo-
rithms. Given a reduct, we first compute the ranking
coefficient for each conditional attribute against the deci-
sion attribute as follows:

r¼ 1�6
XN

i ¼ 0

d2i =n n2�1
� � ð4Þ

where di denotes the difference between ranks for data
items and r measures the degree of linear dependency. The
overall ranking weight of a reduct can be easily calculated

by
PN

i ri.

3.4. K-means for data discretization

Recall that RST get the results in the form of classifi-
cation derived from a set of objects. If the underlying
numerical attributes are continuous then there will be too
many weak equivalent classes generated, remember that a
continuous data range can be theoretically unlimited.
ase cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
atrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
Discretization is a process that transfers the attributes
with continuous data into their discrete counterparts. It has
received significant attention as a data pre-processing
technique in many data mining systems i.e. ROSETTA.
Equal Interval Width is the simplest discretization method
but it is vulnerable to deal with uneven distribution of data.
In our work, the K-means clustering is extended to dis-
cretization on attributes with continuous data before doing
classification. It computes object similarities through dis-
tance function which generates the minimum value of the
average inner-cluster separation, and so the uneven dis-
tribution of values can be well separated. Although, its main
disadvantage is that the input parameter of k clusters must
be known in advance as opposed to hierarchical clustering.
However, specifying k is considered easier than defining a
stopping rule for optimal clusters in hierarchical clustering.
4. Visualization

4.1. Point-to-region interaction in multi-dimensional
visualization

Identifying class pattern and their correlations, such as
linear relationships is a fundamental task in multi-
dimensional data exploration. We use scatter plot matri-
ces to visualize the result of dimensionality reduction. A
scatter plot matrix shows all the pairwise scatter plots of
attributes on a single view with multiple scatter plots in a
matrix format, as shown in Fig. 1. The motivations behind
this choice are (1) it is generally more intuitive to perceive
data correlation in low projection view and (2) it is less
susceptible to visual clutter created by over-plotting as
opposed to parallel coordinate visualization. Interaction is
an important function in our visualization which turns the
static info-graphics into a dynamic display to uncover
insights by involving users to manipulate the data trans-
formation directly through the visual interface. In the
interaction design, we allow the user to use the
“focusþcontext” concept in interacting with scatter points
directly. This interaction method can achieve noise
reduction in class selection process. For example, when
visualization detects a point that has been clicked, the
entire convex hull of a corresponding class will be high-
lighted and the background of the convex hull will be
grayed out as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In other words, the
system provides the interaction for individual data at the
class level granularity, focusing on the subset with the area
covered by a convex hull.

4.2. Linear approximation of decision trend

Decision attribute is the most distinct conception in
RST comparing with other methods. It explicitly asks users
to decide a preferred attribute from a given dataset so the
attributes are reduced according to it. It would be useful to
the user if the data exploration task is designed with a
more decision oriented approach. Since a scatter plot can
only reveal data correlation between two variables, we
augment a parameter to approximate its relationship with
a corresponding point in a third virtual dimension Z0, that
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
ting (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2015.11.002i
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Fig. 2. (a) A classic scatter plots visualization. (b) Adding the decision flow where plots were augmented with respect to the decision variable.
(c) Interaction (mouse click) by using point-to-region concept: that is, a point click causes an entire convex hull (a class) highlighted.

Fig. 1. An illustration of scatte plot metrics visualization.
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is, decision attribute in this case. We acknowledge that flow
based scatter plot was previously discussed by Chan to
study the sensitivity, but we further extend it to scatter
plot matrices with interaction for class exploration by
rough set model. A scatter point is positioned by its data
value X0;Y0;

� �
with a line which represents the derivative

of function y specifically, the slope indicates the positive or
negative correlation with respect to X0; Z0ð Þ or Y0;Z0

� �
. In

global linear approximation, all the points reveal the same
trend when there is one slope. Chan computed local
neighborhood of radius w to smooth the local trend
around a given point. In our case, the equivalent class is
already a set so we compute the local trend from the
members in the class of a given point. Fig. 2(a) and
(b) provides a visual comparison between the classic and
flow based scatter plot representations. Clearly, it is simple
yet powerful visual augmentation that helps the user to
study the decision trend as opposed to classic metaphor
which does not show the phenomena of interest as the
decision trend.

To approximate the decision trend, we apply least
squares in the linear regression model to best fit line of a
given point X0;Y0ð Þ with respect to the decision attribute.
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
In linear regression model expressed by (5) and (6), there
are two important coefficients namely b1 and b0 need to
be solved first, where b1 is the slope that measures the
change in Y with respect to Xand b0 is the intercept. They
are defined as follows:

b1 ¼
N
PN

i Xi�X0ð Þ Yi�Y0ð Þ� PN
i Xi�X0ð ÞPN

i Yi�Y0ð Þ
N
PN

i Xi�X0ð Þ2� PN
i Xi�X0ð Þ

� �2 ð5Þ

b0 ¼
PN

i Yi�X0ð Þ�b1
PN

i Xi�X0ð Þ
N

ð6Þ

where xiAE Pð Þ and X0AE Pð Þ. Substituting b0 and b1 into
the linear equation below to interpolate the best fitting
line at point X0;Y0ð Þ
Yi X07kð Þ ¼ Y0þb1 X07kð Þþb0 ð7Þ

where k is the desired length and please note that we
have added the value of Y0 because Yi is a local linear
approximation from a given point X0;Y0ð Þ.

In the interactive design for decision trend analysis, we
enable the user to switch the view between X0; Z0ð Þ and
Y0;Z0
� �

by simply clicking on the coordinate label.
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
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4.3. Augmenting class converage

We mentioned earlier that the data covered by a con-
vex hull belong to an equivalent class. It essentially
represents a rule expressed as E Pð Þ-Di that has learned
from approximating a set with respect to a decision class
using (1)–(3). For example, the rule E Pð Þ ¼ wighthigh;

�
accel:lowg-80%cylinderhigh means that there is eighty
percent confidence. Cars having more cylinders should be
with higher weight and lower acceleration. In fact,
approximation regions are rule templates, a certain rule
would classify the equivalent classes into positive regions,
while uncertain or negative rules would classify the clas-
ses or negative regions. We are only interested in the rules
that explain the phenomenon of interest. The two key
elements associated with a rule are accuracy and coverage.
Given a rule, its accuracy is defined as

accuracy E Pð Þ-Dið Þ ¼ E Pð Þ \ Di
�� ��

E Pð Þ
�� �� ð8Þ

where E Pð Þ and Di denote the condition and decision
class respectively. The accuracy measures the strength of a
rule with respect to Di. A weak rule has the accuracy less
than β and is too weak to be meaningful. Similarly, the
coverage of a rule can be measured by

coverage E Pð Þ-Dið Þ ¼ E Pð Þ \ Di
�� ��

Dij j ð9Þ
The coverage measures the generality of a rule pointing

to a certain class in D. In general, a rule with higher
Fig. 3. Result obtained from the case study with wine data. The upper diagonal
has been augmented with decision trend. (a) {citric acid, fixed acidity, quality} w
sulfur dioxide, fixed acidity, quality} with X0;Z0

� �
. (d) {residual sugur, fixed acid

Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
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accuracy does not necessary to imply a lower coverage rule
and vice versa.

In the visualization, we map the coverage to a hot–cold
map with colors ranging from red to blue. For example, the
background color for the area covered by the convex hull
will be close to red for higher coverage.
5. Case Studies

We applied our technique on three popular datasets to
demonstrate its effectiveness. The case studies are pre-
sented as follows.
5.1. Wine data

We used the wine dataset obtained from which con-
sisted of 12 attributes with 4898 samples for modeling the
wine quality based on physicochemical tests. The attri-
butes cover the sufficient information to describe the
characteristics of a wine such as fixed acidity; volatile
acidity, citric acid, residual sugar, chlorides, free sulfur diox-
ide, total sulfur dioxide, density, pH, sulfates, alcohol and
quality (see Fig. 4 for the visualization of the entire data set
using standard parallel coordinate and scatter plot matrix).

Although the visualizations in Fig. 4 provide contextual
information of entire data set, the inclusion of many
dimensions makes the visualizations less readable due to
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matrices displays the classic scatter plots and the lower diagonal matrices
ith Y0;Z0

� �
. (b) {volatile acid, fixed acidity, quality} with Y0;Z0

� �
. (c) {free

ity, quality} with X0;Z0
� �

.
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the entire wine dataset using (a) parallel coordinate and (b) scatter plot matrix.
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the density at the parallel coordinate and the size reduc-
tion at the scatter plot matrix.

In our visualization of the dataset after using the rough set
theory, the wine quality is the decision attribute (or dimen-
sion) and the rest become conditional attributes. The attri-
butes are partitioned into three groups (or clusters) using K-
means. There were five ranked feature sets obtained from
VPRS procedures and each contains two condition attributes
and one decisionwhere we selected four of them as shown in
Fig. 3. The points with the same color indicate that they
belong to the same class. Some outlier classes are annotated
with an arrow. In the visual data exploration of the scatter plot
matrix, it displays that both fixed acidity and volatile acidity
have negative impact on the wine quality revealed from the
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
trends in Fig. 3(a) and (b). We further identified an outlier
class which is with the worst impact to the wine quality in
Fig. 3(a). It is also interesting to note that the lower free sulfur
dioxide and residual sugar tend to have positive impact to the
quality as displayed in Fig. 3(c) and (d).

Fig. 5 illustrates another example of the wine dataset
where (1) the number of clusters was set to two, because
without clustering, rough set will classify too many weak
rules due to continuous variables, (2) Chose fixed acidity as
the rough set decision attribute, and (3) the acceptable
classification error rate of quality was set to 80%, which
interpreted that it is allowable to have up to 20% incor-
rectness in the final clustering. After carrying out the RST
process, there were 6 feature sets generated for classifying
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
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With TTrend 
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Fig. 5. Case study with wine dataset obtained from [31]. Boxes at “without-trend” area (area above the diagonal line) are scatter plots of each pair of
attributes while boxes at “with-trend” area (area below the diagonal line) represent the same values and with changing trends.
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data into classes, including: (a) {fixed acidity, alcohol,
quality}, (b) {fixed acidity, volatile acidity, residual sugar,
chlorides, alcohol, quality}, (c) {fixed acidity, residual sugar,
alcohol, quality}, (d) {residual sugar, PH, quality}, (e) {resi-
dual sugar, alcohol, quality}, (f) {fixed acidity, volatile acidity,
alcohol, quality}. The feature set (b) was used in our
experiment after several trials in comparing the data
quantity and visual quality of the classification results.

As seen at Fig. 5, X-axis and Y-axis give the same wine
properties including {fixed acidity, volatile acidity, residual
sugar, chlorides, alcohol, quality}. Boxes at “with-trend”
area (area above the diagonal line) are scatter plots of each
pair of attributes while boxes at “without-trend” area (area
below the diagonal line) represent both the points' value

and their changing trends. For example, it is easy to
discover from box (a) and (b) that the wine data have been
divided into 6 clusters. And in the box (a), the wine with
higher chlorides and lower fixed acidity has positive influ-
ences on the quality, while the highest chlorides have
invisible influence on wine. The visualization at boxes (a),
(c) and (d) also indicated that, when the chloride is the
same, fixed acidity and volatile acidity and residual sugar
might have different impacts on the wine clusters. Parti-
cularly, both volatile acidity and residual sugar impacts the
wine quality negatively, while fixed acidity impacts the
wine quality positively.

5.2. Car data

In the next case study, we used a well-known car
dataset obtained from http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/
cars.data. The dataset contains 8 attributes with 392
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
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samples after removed the missing attribute data. The
dataset describes the car information about its origin,
model, acceleration, weight, horsepower, cylinder, mileage
per gallon (mpg) and displacement. The dimensionality
reduction result is described in Fig. 6. This case study is
used only for illustration purpose to show a feature set
with more dimensions has been captured from the feature
selection procedures.

Through the demonstration of the case study, we have
shown the ease of use provided by the system for multi-
dimensional data exploration, visual analysis and decision
making.

5.3. Wage data

In the last case study, the wage dataset collected from
http://www.nber.org/cps/ contains 534 observations on 11
variables sampled from the Current Population Survey of
1985. This data set includes attributes including education,
south, sex, experience, union, wage, age, race, occupation,
sector and Marr (Marital Status).

In this case study, experience, wage and age are the
features in one rule of using education as the decision
attribute. The visualization at Fig. 7 shows seven categories
on the working experience.

More specifically, there are less people with higher
wages, and they are either at a younger age (25–29) or an
elder age (52–60). Although less young people earn a high
wages, they have a positive influence on the classification
with respect to experience, on the contrast; people who are
elder with a higher wages tend to impact the classification
negatively.
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
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Fig. 6. Case study with car dataset obtained from http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/cars.data. We selected mileage per gallon (MPG) as the decision and the
dataset has been reduced to 4 attributes namely acceleration, displacement, cyliners and horsepower.

Fig. 7. Case study with Wages dataset obtained from http://www.nber.
org/cps/. This figure show a box at “with-trend” area for correlation
between experience, wage (y-axis) and age (x-axis).
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6. Usability study

We conducted a piloted usability study with students in
various backgrounds. The goal was to evaluate whether
Scatter Plot Matrix is more effective than Parallel Coordinate
when using RST results, in terms of accuracy and user
preference.

6.1. Methods

) Participants: recruited to the usability study were 16
participants (5 female, 11 male), ages ranged from 25 to
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
40 who were students with different backgrounds,
including information technologies, sciences and busi-
ness. Most of the participants indicated that they never
used Parallel Coordinate and Scatter Plot Matrix before.
None of them know about Rough Set Theory. All parti-
cipants were fluent English speakers and accustomed
with the methodology of understanding.

2) Experimental design and tasks: two similar datasets were
used in the study. Each participant does two experi-
ments on the two datasets using the two visualization
techniques, Parallel Coordinate and Scatter Plot Matrix.
The experiments were run on a 24 in. full HD screen. All
the tasks in each trial took approximate 20 min to
complete. For dataset 1, we set clusters to 2, and apply
RST in the condition of using mpg as the decision
attribute; the classification error rate will be set to
0.8 on horsepower. For dataset 2, we set clusters to 3,
and apply RST in the condition of using education as the
decision attribute; the classification error rate will be
set to 0.8 on experience. We only collect the accuracy
result in our study, each correct answer was marked as
1 and an incorrect answer was marked as 0.

Five questions were designed for the evaluation as
follows, and listed on a multiple choice questionnaire.

Q1. After using Rough Set Theory, how many attributes
we have on the visualization?

Q2. Which one is the decision attribute?
decision trend analysis with interactive scatter plot
ting (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2015.11.002i
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Q3. Whether an attribute is more influent than another
attribute?

Q4. Whether selected attributes are more influent than
the decision attribute?

Q5. Find the number of clusters in the visualization?
At the end, the participants were requested to rank

each visualization technique on a 5-point Likert scale, from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

6.2. Results

) Accuracy-Fig. 8 shows the accuracy for the two visuali-
zations corresponding to the five questions.
The early analysis of the results indicates that the

average accuracy was significantly better in questions
2 and 3 for Scatter Plot Matrix than for Parallel Coordinate:
Question 2 (M¼0.56, SD¼0.26 versus M¼0.44, SD¼0.26),
Question 3 (M¼0.81, SD¼0.16 versus M¼0.69, SD¼0.23).
The average accuracy was significantly lower in question
1 and 4 for Scatter Plot Matrix than for Parallel Coordinate:
Question 1 (M¼0.75, SD¼0.20 versus M¼0.88, SD¼0.12),
Question 4 (M¼0.63, SD¼0.25 versus M¼0.88, SD¼0.12).
Noticeably, all the participants can identify the number
clusters in Scatter Plot Matrix while they have difficulty in
identifying them in the Parallel Coordinate (Question 5:
M¼1.00, SD¼0.00 versus M¼0.25, SD¼0.20).

) Subjective feedback about the Parallel Coordinate and
Scatter Plot Visualizations: on the five-point Likert scale,
the participants evaluated their overall preference using
the two techniques on the RST datasets. The result
indicated that that the participants prefer the Scatter
Plot Matrix (M¼4.19, SD¼0.16) over the Parallel Coor-
dinate (M¼2.13, SD¼0.65).
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7. Conclusion and future work

Visual analysis is an important subject in multi-
dimensional visualization, but it is often discussed in a
standalone manner with many areas unexplored. Thus, it
is often considered as a viewing step in multi-dimensional
dataset. Dealing with high dimensional dataset is always
challenging and we believe that the most effective way is
through iterative visualization and interaction on the data
Please cite this article as: W.B. Wang, et al., Enabling
matrices visualization, Journal of Visual Languages and Compu
subset. This is because that the iterative interaction pro-
cess will involve human's eye-brain system into the data
analytics and the eye-brain systemwould be considered to
be the most efficient system for data analysis.

We contributed the novel scatter plot matrix visuali-
zation for multi-dimensional data and decision trend
analysis. Our solution is a more comprehensive approach
with a novel interaction model that is tightly integrated
with the dimensionality reduction based on RST. We
highlight the decision rule based concept offered by RST
because it explicitly requires the user to establish a target
interest in the visual analytic task. We illustrated the
visualizations in three case studies with 3 popular datasets
including wine quality, cars and wages. Our pilot usability
study indicates the higher accuracy of Scatter Plot Matrix
visualization over Parallel Coordinate visualization in
determining the decision attribute, which attributes have
more influence, and recognizing the clusters. The partici-
pants also preferred Scatter Plot Matrix than the Parallel
Coordinate in the analysis task.

The current system implementation requires non-
trivial computational time to search the solution space
exhaustively. In the future work, we would like to inte-
grate the evolutionary algorithm as suggested in with
QuickReduct to improve the time complexity.
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